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Abstract. Purposely contemplating at seventh semester students of English Education Study Progam, it is perceived that students 
exhibit a lack of skills in use of rhetoric, predominantly making errors in the use of words and phrases, directly translating words from 
Bahasa Indonesia to English – interlanguage error – and organizing their written text inadequately. Moreover, it is discovered that the 
viewpoints of the students frequently shift. To address this, this current study aims at investigating students’ macro-level coherence in 
their academic writing (henceforth; background of the study of a research proposal). A content analysis is applied including 
documents. Additionally, a descriptive analysis design is used to guide this study. There are six research proposals investigated to gain 
the data of this study. These proposals are taken purposively sampled from proposals submission from early 2018 intake. There are 
two main frameworks in this study. Firstly, the academic writing guidance book is used to analyze the rhetoric/organization of the 
paper. Secondly, the coherence analysis is applied to evaluate students’ coherence level. Analysis of findings shows that students 
encounter some problems in the coherence of English research proposal writing. Hence, it is argued that close attention should be paid 
to the refinement and suitable tutoring of coherence in the teaching of academic English writing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Writing English-language scientific papers is still 
considered difficult for 7th semester students of the English 
Education Study Program at the Faculty of Teacher and 
Educational Sciences, Pakuan University. One part of the 
writing of the scientific work is the proposal part that plays 
an important role in conveying the topic of research 
problems. However, what happens is that the sentences 
written do not show a logical relationship and the text 
structure of the writing of the Background Problem is not 
appropriate. The idea to be conveyed might have been well 
thought out but when transforming the idea into writing in 
English it would not necessarily be as good as the idea you 
have in mind. Therefore, the interrelationships between the 
paragraphs in the writing must originate from the same main 
idea. 
One of the factors that can affect this obstacle is 
mothertongue interference. The concept that comes to mind 
in the form of words in Indonesian, but when writing it must 
be changed into an English concept that is different from the 
concept of the Indonesian language. The use of words or 
phrases as connectors between sentences and paragraphs in 
writing also experiences errors so that the ideas in the 
writing become unified.    
Readability of a text so that it can really be accepted 
is influenced by cohesion and coherence. The coherence 
elements in the text serve to show the interrelationship 
between ideas between paragraphs and paragraphs. With 
these elements of coherence, it can help the reader 
understand the statements or opinions written by the author. 
If in a paper there is a clash of ideas between paragraphs in 
paragraphs or between paragraphs, then the writing will not 
be coherent.      
  Although students have started writing simple texts 
since semester 2, they still experience difficulties when in 
semester 7 writing scientific papers such as essays and thesis 
proposals. Since semester 2, they have only been 
accustomed to writing fiction essays and reading fiction 
texts. So they are not familiar with the model of writing 
scientific papers and this makes them experience problems 
when writing a thesis proposal. Though the activity of 
writing a thesis proposal must be done as a final project in 
the Academic Writing course. One part of the thesis proposal 
is the background writing of the topic to be examined. The 
ideas that they put in writing have begun to vary, but not yet 
neatly arranged. This can be caused by their consideration to 
put any ideas in mind at that time before they forget the 
material. Therefore, there is overlap or incongruity in the 
interrelationship relationship between paragraphs and 
paragraphs. The occurrence of non-integration of student 
writing can make it difficult for readers to understand the 
purpose of writing itself. Ideas that have not been coherent 
cause the writing is incoherent. 
The integrity of a text is influenced by cohesiveness 
or coherence between paragraphs and paragraphs that refer 
to the same idea so that the written text is acceptable. For a 
paragraph to be coherent, the paragraph must meet two 
criteria, namely: relevance and logical order (effective order) 
The problem of the cohesiveness of this text has 
received much attention from researchers as conducted by 
Astuti, Suryani, and Kurniati [1] questioning the coherence 
of the writing background of student thesis research. 
Coherence is very necessary when writing research 
background so that the integrity of a text can be achieved. 
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However, students still find it difficult to maintain the 
cohesiveness of the text. There are three things that are the 
focus of research: (1) the types of themes in the background 
of the thesis, (2) the thematic progression, and (3) the level 
of background writing coherence. The results of the study 
show: (1) topical theme is the most frequent category of 
themes, (2) the thematic progression in the background of 
the thesis is not constant because there is a change in the 
type of thematic progression in almost every new paragraph, 
and (3) the level of coherence writing background of the 
thesis is less (less coherence) because of the emergence of 
other new ideas in one paragraph. 
Liyana [2] found four things related to cohesion and 
coherence. First, the use of both grammatical cohesion tools, 
which consists of references, substitution, ellipsis, and 
conjunctions, and lexical cohesion tools, which consist of 
reitration and collocation. Secondly, errors in the use of 
cohesion tools are only found in reference and conjunction 
grammatical cohesion devices. Third, the use of coherence 
markers, which consist of repetition of keywords, use of 
pronouns, transition markers and logical sequences in the 
form of chronology. Fourth, errors in the cause of the lack of 
coherent thesis, consisting of repetition of keywords, 
inconsistent pronominal errors, errors of transition markers, 
grammatical errors, and improper use of punctuation. Fifth, 
the student's thesis when viewed from the principles applied 
in the thesis can be said to be coherent in terms of the use of 
language that is concise, polite, coherent and objective. 
However, it can be said to be incoherent in terms of using 
language that is complete, honest, straightforward, and 
interesting. Fengjie, Xiuying, and Chuanze [3] focused 
research on the level of coherence of student essay writing. 
The results show that students still cannot write sentences 
effectively. The use of word sequences, pronouns, modifiers, 
sequence of ideas, sentence subjects, and tenses has not 
shown any integrated information integration. This is caused 
by: (1) lack of self-awareness in getting used to writing in 
English; (2) limited English vocabulary; (3) weaknesses in 
the use of English grammar; (4) lack of self-awareness to 
correct and learn from mistakes when writing. Then based 
on the results of this study, the researchers concluded that 
although students could express their ideas in written form, 
they could not write them with effective sentences. Research 
conducted by Fengjie et al [3] has not yet examined the use 
of conjunctions, so further research is needed on the object / 
focus. This is based on the condition of students who still 
use a lot of conjunctions that are not in accordance with the 
function that they should. 
Referring to the studies above that show the results of 
the research are still found to be the inability of students to 
combine sentences to be coherent, and difficulty in 
expressing ideas or ideas in writing a coherent paragraph and 
inaccurately in using conjunctions, further research is needed 
to determine the level of understanding coherent use of 
words in a writing. The research conducted has not yet 
examined the use of conjunctions, so further research is 
needed on the object / focus. This is based on the condition 
of students who still use a lot of conjunctions that are not in 
accordance with the function that they should. The fact that 
the script proposal written by students still does not meet 
these criteria, raises the author's curiosity about the 
coherence of students, especially in writing the thesis 
proposal. 
Writing effective paragraphs cannot be done with just 
one write. Writing a paragraph or text needs to go through a 
process. The term coherence according to Reid [4] implies 
cohesion or affinity. Coherence means to stick together. This 
shows that there are strands of ideas intertwined so that the 
ideas that emerge can be continuous. The string of ideas was 
said by Zemach and Rumisek [5] arranged clearly and in 
their logical order. Ideas expressed in logical order can show 
the clarity of the context of a paragraph. Emilia [6] states, 
"coherence refers to the way a group of clauses or sentences 
relates to the context." 
Coherence in the research journal Anjani [7] is said to 
be a slick and true discourse. In other words, coherence is 
defined as a series of ideas arranged with order and logic. 
Coherence can occur implicitly because it is related to the 
meaning interpreted by the reader. Various kinds of relations 
between parts in a coherent discourse can be in the form of 
causal, sequential, resistance, over, sum, time, conditions, 
methods, uses, and explanations. Each of the inter-section 
relations has certain coherence markers in the appointment 
of coherent questions. 
Meanwhile in the research journal Itaristanti [8] 
stated that coherence is a logical relationship between one 
sentence with another sentence in an essay or discourse. 
Kushartanti [9] revealed that coherence is the acceptance of 
a speech or text because of its semantic cohesion. 
Opinions about this coherence were also expressed by 
Tanskanen [10] that "Coherence can be perceived and 
communication is more likely to be successful if the 
receiver's background knowledge is sufficient for making an 
interpretation". Thus coherence can be felt and 
communication is more likely to succeed if the background 
knowledge of the recipient is sufficient to make an 
interpretation. 
A description of the coherence can be synthesized 
that coherence is a cohesion in a clear, logical, and 
systematic sentence and all parts of the sentence are 
interrelated with the meaning of mutual binding. Coherence 
is not only shown in the relationship between sentences in 
one paragraph, but also between paragraphs so that the 
reader can see the interrelationship between the ideas of each 
paragraph. Coherence can be seen from two levels, namely 
micro-level coherence and macro-level coherence. Micro-
level coherence is a level based on logical relationships 
between sentences. The logical relationship between 
sentences shows how the whole text - even short texts – 
becomes coherent because basically coherence is a series 
logically arranged facts and ideas. Macro-level coherence is 
related to a topic or theme text that shows something that is 
discussed in the text. On this macro-level, paragraph or text 
is declared coherent if appropriate with rhetorical steps and 
the type of text written. So, communicative purpose of the 
text can be understood. 
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II. RESEARCH METHODS 
The research method used is content analysis aimed 
at finding facts about the level of coherence that comes from 
the scientific work of FKIP Unpak English Education Study 
Program students. The design of this study is descriptive 
analysis, the researcher will describe the data source along 
with a critical analysis of the data source. The design of this 
research will be able to describe the level of coherence in the 
background section of the problem in the student thesis 
proposal 
Data collection techniques used in this study are 
documentation techniques. This technique is used by 
researchers to obtain data sources in the form of scientific 
work in the form of student thesis proposals written in 
Academic Writing courses. Data obtained from the study 
were then analyzed in stages. The analysis is used through 
three stages: 
1. Data Reduction : Reduced research data is data derived 
from documents containing the level of coherence in the 
student thesis proposal, which includes the cohesiveness 
of the relationships between sentences in paragraphs and 
between paragraphs and the suitability of texts written by 
students with the organizational structure of types of 
texts of scientific work. 
2. Data Display : In this study the data presented are the 
results of the data on the level of coherence of 
relationships between sentences in paragraphs and 
between paragraphs in scientific papers written by 
students, especially the Background of the Study in the 
thesis proposal as well as the suitability of the text they 
write with the organizational structure of the type of 
scientific work text. 
3. Conclusion drawing : Interesting conclusions are made 
by reviewing the results of research notes. Then, this 
conclusion will show the level of coherence of the 
relationship between sentences in paragraphs and 
between paragraphs and find out the suitability of the 
organizational structure of types of texts of scientific 
work with texts written by students. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Writing student thesis proposals is done by paying 
attention to the text structure of scientific writing. In this 
study, the structure of the analyzed text is the background 
section written by 7th semester students on the thesis 
proposal. Section background research problems play an 
important role in writing any scientific work, including 
writing a thesis proposal. The description of the background 
of the research is systematically structured information 
which aims to explain the reasons why the problem in the 
research is to be investigated, the importance of the problem 
and the approach used to solve the problem both 
theoretically and practically.  
This section consists of four components that can 
provide an overview of the research to be carried out. The 
four components are a description of the problem / 
phenomenon / issue underlying the research, a description of 
the gap between what happens in the field and theoretical 
studies, a description of the significance of research, and the 
research problems / phenomenon / issues that are related to 
the field under study. By following the writing component, 
students will produce comprehensive background writing. 
 The findings analyzed from the six research 
proposals, each component can be seen in the following 
table 1. 
 
Tabel 1. Research Findings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Background of the study is information arranged 
systematically with respect to interesting phenomena and 
problems to be studied. Problems occur when the ideal 
expectations for something are not the same as the reality 
that occurs. Not all problems can be said to be phenomenon 
and interesting. A phenomenal problem occurs when it 
comes to the attention of many people and is discussed in 
various circles in the community. The background writing is 
intended to explain the reasons why the problem in research 
is to be investigated, the importance of the problem and the 
approach used to solve the problem both in terms of 
theoretical and practical. 
Macro level coherence analysis is done by analyzing 
the suitability of the structure of the background text of the 
problem contained in the student thesis proposal. The 
structure of the text to be analyzed must contain a 
description of the problem / phenomenon / issue underlying 
the research, a description of the gap between what is 
happening in the field and a theoretical study, a description 
of the significance of the research and the formulation of the 
research problem / phenomenon / issue associated with the 
field being studied. 
Writing a thesis proposal, must begin with an 
introduction that clearly states the problem so that it can 
provide information about why the problem is worthy of 
research. Readers according to Behrens and Rosen [11] must 
be able to understand the intent of the author in the 
background because in this section the writer discusses an 
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issue according to its context. The author expresses his 
opinion on a topic that is in accordance with the reality that 
occurs so that the opinion can be considered valid. Then 
according to Winkler and Matherell [12] argues that 
statements about information are written in the background 
with short sentences, easy to understand, and have an idea 
that makes the reader think in the direction of what the 
writer wants. Therefore, statements that show the context or 
situation that is the author's motive should not be presented 
protracted. 
Research on this coherence has been done before by 
other researchers, including Suwandi [13] who examined the 
level of coherence and cohesion in writing thesis abstracts at 
PGRI Semarang University students. The study focused on 
the level of macro and micro coherence by using theme 
adolescent analysis. The results of the study showed that the 
abstract writing was not integrated. In the three abstracts 
there are conjunction words that are used, but not in 
accordance with their functions, so that the sentence is not 
coherent. Kelvin's research has similarities in the focus of 
research, namely macro and micro level coherence, but 
different on the object under study, namely abstract writing 
on student thesis. 
Then Astuti, Suryani, and Kurniati [1], who examined 
the Analysis of Coherence in Writing the Background of the 
Student Thesis, had similarities in the focus and sub-focus 
under study, namely the coherence in the background of the 
student's thesis, but differed on the findings. Research 
Astuti, et al. [1], Found that there are still errors in the 
theme, the development of research themes that do not 
change frequently and the level of coherence of writing a 
background of the thesis is less (less coherence) because of 
the emergence of other new ideas in one paragraph. Other 
researchers who study coherence, Liyana [2] have similar 
subfocuses, about coherence, but differ in research focus, 
Liyana's [2] research focuses on cohesion and coherence. 
The findings are related to four things about cohesion and 
coherence. The findings of these studies include (1) the use 
of cohesion and conjunction tools, misuse of cohesion tools, 
(2) only found in reference and conjuncture grammatical 
cohesion devices, (3) the use of coherence markers, which 
consist of repetition of keywords, use pronouns, transitional 
markers and logical sequences in chronology, (4) keyword 
repeating errors, inconsistent pronominals, transitional 
markers errors, grammatical errors, and improper use of 
punctuation are the causes of lack of coherence of thesis, and 
(5) findings that if in terms of the principles applied in the 
thesis, it can be said that the thesis of a student is coherent in 
terms of the use of a concise, round, polite, coherent and 
objective language. However, it is not coherent in terms of 
using language that is complete, honest, straightforward, and 
interesting.  
Research Fitriati and Yonata [14] have similarities in 
research focus and the location of differences exists at the 
level of coherence. Fitriati and Yonata's [14] research 
focuses on the level of coherence in the use of conjunctions 
while this research lies in the use of conjunctions and text 
structures. In the journal Fitriati and Yonata [14] explained 
that the level of coherence in the use of conjunctions to 
make sentences in the text coherent is still less than optimal. 
Meanwhile Pambudi, Ghasani, and Mawarni [15] examined 
the object about the relationship of the meaning of words in 
the conversation of students. Information can be conveyed if 
there is cohesiveness in the language. This is different from 
the focus and object examined in this study. Nurfitriani, 
Bahry, Azwardi [16] have similarities in the coherence 
subfocus. Nurfitriani, et al. [16], Also examined cohesion 
while the study was only on the coherence level. In his 
research found levels of coherence such as: (1) 
argumentative coherence, (2) ampicative coherence (3) 
additive coherence, (4) paraphrastic coherence, (5) generic-
specific coherence, and (6) coherence of the outcome 
conditions. Aflahah [17] focuses the object of research on 
discourse. This clearly becomes a differentiator with the 
research conducted by the researcher, namely on the 
background of the student's thesis. Aflahah [17] found the 
results of the research by explaining about the term 
coherence which refers to the aspect of speech, how the 
hidden proposition is concluded to interpret its focus in 
shaping a discourse. The coherence of a discourse does not 
only lie in the existence of a cohesion tool. In addition to 
cohesion tools, there are still many other factors that make 
coherence possible. Another condition for achieving 
coherence is that the proposition must be positive. The 
Aflahah [17] study examines the cohesion tool that has to do 
with coherence and focuses on discourse that is the 
difference between what Aflahah [17] and this research are 
researching, although there are similarities in the coherence 
subfocus. 
Findings of research results in the journal Ifadah and 
Candra P [18], that the Thesis written by English education 
students shows a low relationship or coherence between 
sentences. In one paragraph, some even show no logical 
relationship at all. Although then it can be explicitly said that 
the certain and almost certain written are inseparable parts of 
the thesis itself, because the written works are produced in 
English, of course the meaning generated will be different 
when it is intended in the context of the Indonesian 
language. The Ifadah and Candra P. [18] studies, have 
similarities in focus and subfocus but differ in findings. 
The findings of this study are also different from the 
research findings of Fengjie, Xiuying, and Chuanze [3], 
namely on the focus of research on the level of coherence of 
student essay writing. Fengjie, Xiuying, and Chuanze [3] 
found that students still could not write sentences 
effectively. The use of word sequences, pronouns, modifiers, 
sequence of ideas, sentence subjects, and tenses has not 
shown any integrated information integration. This is caused 
by: (1) lack of self-awareness in getting used to writing in 
English; (2) limited English vocabulary; (3) weaknesses in 
the use of English grammar; (4) lack of self-awareness to 
correct and learn from mistakes when writing. Then based 
on the results of this study, the researchers concluded that 
although students could express their ideas in written form, 
they could not write them with effective sentences.  
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Related to the genre of text, in descriptive texts, 
Fitriati and Yonata [14] in argumentative texts show that the 
ability of students to express ideas of coherence in sentences 
is still low and also the ability to use cohesion tools is low 
on average. In terms of cohesive ideas, the relevance and 
structure of the written text is not in accordance with the 
structure of the text. The results of the study also showed 
that the level of coherence was still lacking because it was 
not optimal in using conjunctions to make sentences in the 
text coherent. The study of this research is still limited to 
certain genres and structure of the text and this is what 
distinguishes it from the research conducted. Paragraphs that 
have cohesiveness between sentences are said to be good 
paragraphs. The existence of aspects of unity, description of 
ideas or topics in paragraphs can be developed in subsequent 
sentences.  
Based on the above research journals and the research 
findings it can be concluded that students do not yet have a 
good level of understanding of the use of conjunctions and 
text structures well. This means that the level of cohesion of 
writing conducted by students still shows the level that is not 
good. This means that students have difficulty integrating 
sentences into full text. The factors causing this 
disagreement can also be influenced by the ability of 
students to use English grammar correctly, especially in 
using conjunction words that are suitable for their function 
and the unfamiliarity of writing in a scientific writing style 
even though they know this is important to them. 
 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The findings of the study illustrate that of the six 
proposals, two thesis proposals that wrote there would be a 
gap, one proposal that wrote about the significance of the 
study and two thesis proposals that wrote the formulation of 
the research problem. Thus the results are obtained that not 
all student thesis proposals are analyzed in accordance with 
the above theory. This can be examined, that such conditions 
are due to students lacking understanding of Academic 
Writing course material, which is caused by one of them 
being a relatively short time in studying lecture material. 
Other causes can be caused by learning that requires 
objectives to be achieved while students are not ready to 
apply existing theories by making thesis proposals. 
Students do not have a good level of understanding of 
the use of text structures. This means that the level of 
cohesion of writing conducted by students still shows the 
level that is not good. This means that students have 
difficulty integrating sentences into full text. The factors 
causing this disagreement can also be influenced by the 
ability of students to use English grammar correctly, 
especially in using conjunction words that are suitable for 
their function and the unfamiliarity of writing in a scientific 
writing style even though they know this is important to 
them. 
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